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The Sensitech® Supply Chain Intelligence Center (SCIC)
presents a summary of major incidents and news articles

EMEA

relating to cargo theft and intelligence for the week ending
14 February 2022.
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8 February 2022: Nineteen members of a criminal
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gang were apprehended in the city of Bari by the
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Carabinieri. The group blocked certain parts of
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the highway and then proceeded to hijack and kidnap the
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truck drivers. They have been implicated in at least four cargo
theft incidents between 2020 and 2021, while also having
participated in stealing money from ATMs, and arson, among
other crimes. During the investigation the officers retrieved two
trucks and 113 air conditioners.
Read more: La Repubblica (Italy)
7 February 2022: A van carrying building materials
was stolen as it transited on the street Michele Scoto
in Palermo, very close to the E-90 highway. The
driver parked and exited the van to attend a phone call, and
while he was not looking, someone entered the vehicle and stole
it using a universal key. Police were alerted immediately and later
found the van abandoned on the street of Capuccini. The cargo
remained intact, but the money and personal documentation of
the driver were stolen.
Read more: Live Sicilia (Italy)
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7 February 2022: Civil Police operation targeted truck
drivers suspected of diverting cargo, with targets in
more than ten cities in Parana. The action occurred in

7 February 2022: As part of Operation RedTruck21,

cities of Paraná and in three other states; suspects

Civil Guard officers arrested a 38-year-old woman
that led a criminal group specialized in cargo theft.

were registering police reports to pretend to have been stolen

The group operated in the area around Granada and

and hide detour of cargo.

attacked in the early hours of the morning, approaching cargo

Read more: Globo G1 (Brazil)

vehicles parked at truck stops. Police state that the group has
been involved in at least ten thefts to cargo trucks. In the house
of the woman arrested, police found 70 laptops, 30 bottles

Mexico

of perfume, and numerous clothing and accessories: all from
recent thefts.

8 February 2022: Law enforcement officers on patrol

Read more: Europa Press (Spain)

noticed a nervous man signaling them as they patrolled
the borough of Juan González Romero. The victim
told the officers that he had just been forced by two

North & South
America

armed men to exit his truck but that the unit had GPS tracking
and that it was still nearby. The officers of the Secretariat of
Public Security chased after the criminals and managed to seize
both criminals and the truck with all of the cargo.
Read more: Secretaría de Seguridad Cuidadana (Mexico)
7 February 2022: Two tractor trailer were recovered

Brazil

in the municipality of Tlalnepantla by officers of the
Secretariat of Public Security. The officers made a

11 February 2022: A raid by military police and

traffic stop of a couple of trucks that were transiting

federal agents in Vila Cruzeiro, a favela in Rio’s
North Zone, resulted in at least eight deaths and

and noticed that the drivers were slow to comply with the stop.

registered an intense exchange of fire. According to the Federal

Upon further examination, they realized both vehicles had been

Highway Police (PRF), the operation aimed to fulfill an arrest

reported as stolen. The drivers fled upon the discovery, but one

warrant against traffickers from a cargo robbery gang. The main

was caught.

target of this action was a trafficker from Jacarezinho, pointed

Read more: El Capitalino (Mexico)

out as the leader of the criminal gang.
Read more: Metrópoles (Brazil)

4 February 2022: A criminal group that targeted cargo
trucks in the municipality of San Martín Texmelucan
was brought to justice by officers of the Secretariat

10 February 2022: Agents of the São Paulo Military

of Public Security. The six men intercepted a tractor

Police detained a criminal for cargo theft in the
east side of the city. The cargo of cigarettes valued

trailer using three pick-up trucks that were also used to extract

at more than R$ 25,000 was recovered. The team received

the cargo. After a 911 report alerted the officer, the men were

information of a vehicle involved in a cargo theft of cigarettes in

apprehended as they unloaded the stolen merchandise. All the

the region of Suzano.

suspects were identified by the driver and the cargo was

Read more: Gazeta de São Paulo (Brazil)

secured.
Read more: Telediario (Mexico)

10 January 2022: Criminals disguised as police officers
managed to steal a load of jewelry in São Paulo.
Record TV journalism had access to exclusive images,
which show that not a single shot was fired during the robbery.
Read more: Record TV (Brazil)
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13 February 2022: A tractor trailer loaded with
firearms was stolen from a trucking company yard
in Peterborough, Ontario at around 3:00a.m.
Authorities believe this was an isolated crime of opportunity, as
the suspects entered several other commercial yards in the city,
attempting to steal different cargo units.
Read more: Kawartha Now (Peterborough, ON)
5 February 2022: A Chicago couple has been
charged with felony theft after USD $2.1 million in
merchandise were found in their home and rented
storage units. The items were allegedly taken from
delivery trucks at the retail distribution company where the male
was working.
Read more: Chicago Journal
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